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Why Is Islam So Dangerous?
Islam is dangerous because Western man assumes it works by the same ground rules
as the Judeo-Christian culture. But it doesn’t. Islam’s code of ethics was born in the
caldron of seventh century middle eastern tribal warfare.
Although we have strayed in
recent years, our society is still rooted in biblical concepts. Obedience
to the ten commandments ensures
a peaceful culture with maximum
personal freedom.
A brief comparison with Islam
produces a striking difference.
Jesus’ summary of the ten commandments reveals a loving God
worthy of a loving, whole-hearted
response. Allah is an inscrutable
deity too capricious for genuine
respect, much less ardent devotion
beyond dry rituals and blind obedi- Posters displayed by Islamic demonstrators
in London expressing sentiment of
ence.
The balance of the ten is embod- “fundamentalist” Muslims. However,
“moderate” Muslims are strangely quiet
See Islam Dangerous?... page 2 about these “radical” demonstrations.

Missionaries Never ‘Retire’ —They
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After 27 years on the mission field,
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See Prison Ministry... page 4
“Am I therefore become your enemy, because I tell you the truth?” Galatians 4:16
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What is Sharia?
Seldom heard of just a few years ago,
sharia (or shariah) law has rapidly emerged
from the shadows. Kansas Governor Sam
Brownback recently signed a new law that
courts in the state must rely exclusively on
U.S. state and federal laws for all rulings.
It does not specifically mention sharia,
the religious civil code imposed on all
Muslim nations, but it would certainly be
included. Kansas is not alone. 20 other
states are considering such laws and three
have already enacted similar statutes.
Oklahoma approved a ballot initiative by
a 70 percent vote specifically targeting
sharia but federal courts have stopped its
implementation.
So, why all the sudden interest? It is
becoming obvious that the so-called “radical Muslims” are more than just a fringe
element in Islam and that even the “moderate” Muslims (such as Jordan and Saudi
Arabia) have no plans to tolerate Western
freedoms when they have enough power to
overthrow them.
The Muslim way of life, dictated by
sharia law, leaves no room for prized
Western tolerance, “multiculturalism,” and
religious freedom. We take these so for
granted that it is hard for us to imagine any other way to live. However, our
involvement in Muslim countries such as
Iraq, Afghanistan and the middle east has
exposed the sordid treatment of women

and raw tribalism of that culture.
Western hospitality has welcomed millions with this mindset. As we watch
their failure to assimilate as generations
of other immigrants have done, concern
is growing. And the threat is very real.
One need only look to Europe. France
has Muslim enclaves that are no-go areas
for local police. England has whole communities where polygamy, honor killings,
jihad indoctrination, flogging of children
and women are practiced. Non-Muslims
are not welcome or even afraid to enter
these areas.
One school teacher in England wrote
a telling letter how things have changed
since the school chose to accommodate
the influx of Muslim students: “Out went
nativity plays and in came winter festivals,
no making of Easter cards drawing pictures
of Easter bunnies, no art classes drawing
your friend’s face, in came halal meat for
school dinners without asking all parents.
“Boys and girls are to sit apart. No
changing for PE for girls. No mixed swimming lessons. No admiring of the teacher’s litter of tiny puppies. No after-school
activities. Little girls cocooned in nicabs
and hijabs, quiet and demure, and as I have
discovered, with sore welts on their backs
for not making prayers correctly. One such
See Shaira Law... page 7

Islam Dangerous?...
From page 1
ied in the command to love our neighbor
as our self. Islam’s definition of “neighbor” is vastly different from the Bible’s.
No “love” is allowed for anyone who does
not join the tribe of Islam. Instead, he is
an enemy of Allah and subjected to slave
status or executed outright.
Well-meaning Westerners, ignorant of
Islam’s global goals, fail to understand
some of the terms used by Muslims.
Islam’s world view is summed up in two
phrases: dar al-Islam, realm of Islam, and
dar al-Harb, realm of war. In the realm of

Islam, all members are
in full submission to
Allah and subject to
sharia law in all their
activities.
The other phase:
#1259 - $12.95
realm of war is just
256 pages
that, Islam is basically
paperback
at war with the rest of
the world. And since Islam operates on
tribal warfare rules, the rules of engageSee Islam Dangerous?... page 12
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GOING ON VACATION?
Make a family game out of finding creative ways to give
tracts to people you meet. Leave them in:
• Restrooms
• In campground game rooms
• With tip for waitresses • At gas stations
• In rest areas
• In plane seat pockets
• On ice machines
On vacation, we meet more new people per day than at
any other time. Give them a little story they will enjoy,
and a message they will never forget...

Chick tracts!
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Community Saturation Plan
Continues to Expand
Dale and Sue Detro, authors of the
booklet, Little Is Much, When God Is In It,
report over 75 racks being serviced by their
team every week. The tract rack ministry
has been responsible for distributing over
500,000 tracts in 5 Indiana counties, plus
tens of thousands more provided for home
and foreign missions.
As their booklet explains, Dale and Sue
had a vision about 6 years ago to saturate their community with the gospel.
They bought some small card racks from
WalMart and began to place them in local
stores, restaurants and gas stations. They
would return every week and refill the
racks with Chick tracts.
When the ministry grew, their church
agreed to help them with the cost and other
members joined them.
Within a few months,
they realized the
plan was working
when they would
attempt to hand
someone a tract
and the person
#1917 - $11.50
Counter-top Rack

would ask for another
title because, they
would say, “I’ve
already seen that
one.”
With the church
name stamped on the
#1922 - Free
back of the tracts,
24 pages
inquirers
began
Mini-book
coming to the church
and new members resulted. In addition,
church members saw how easy it was to
witness with the tracts and many started
reaching out with a new boldness in personal evangelism.
The Detros are rejoicing over some personal victories in their use of the tracts. One
Roman Catholic lady had been the Detros’
tax preparer for about 30 years. They had
witnessed to her and shared tracts with her
but she held fast to her hope in the “church”
for salvation. Finally, on a recent visit, she
told them that she had accepted Christ and
no longer looked to the pope for her eternal
life. Another lady, a Christian attorney who
had helped the Detros from time to time,
agreed to let them put one of the tract racks
in her office. A young couple who recently
See 75 tract racks... page 8

Prison Ministry...
From page 1
time to read. The pictures in Chick tracts
also help inmates with poor reading skills.
After 22 years in Korea and 5 years in
the Philippines, Marlin returned to the U.S.
where he quickly entered another mission
field —local jails and prisons. Now, at 80,
he has succeeded in planting over half a
million tracts into that needy field.
His efforts in the jails have been rewarded by many testimonies. One prisoner
writes: “I would like you to send me some
literature in Spanish. A friend gave me
a tract, The Great Escape. I like it very
much. I am here in the Dallas jail. I have
suffered much because I didn’t know God

and had never read the Bible. But now I
know God loves me and that Christ died for
my sins and now I am set free.”
Another writes: “I want to share something special with you. When you send
in the Chick tracts, they are very blessed.
Once they are read here, Jesse sends them
to his daughter and son. After they read
them, they give them to his grandkids. Then
his wife takes them to the hospital where
she works and they find their way into
various homes.” This illustrates how much
mileage the tracts get when seeded into the
See Prison Minsitry... page 11
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Surprise!
You have just been called to be

a missionary!

A Chick tract user discovered this recently,
when the following happened:
On Friday, we stopped for some
Mexican food. Much to our surprise
we saw a group of military men start
trickling into the restaurant...13 to be
exact. Judging by their uniforms they
definitely did not represent the U.S. We
thought it was a takeover!
I approached one of them and asked,
“What military do you represent?” He
said, “No English. You? Arabic?” I told
him that I didn’t speak Arabic and
asked who in his group spoke English.
He directed me to another man in
the group and I asked him, “What
military do you represent?” This man

responded, “We are from Qatar. We
are here for training and today we are
finished. We return in three days.”
Imagine that, God brought 13 men
from the 10/40 window into our contact!
Praise the Lord that I keep a stack of
Arabic Chick Tracts in my car. I passed
out the tracts I had to these men, and
each of them gladly accepted.
What a wonderful opportunity and
example of how God has brought the
mission field to Los Angeles. Let each
of us be faithful to reach those who He’s
brought here with the gospel of Christ.
K.S

How is the mission field showing up in your town?

Let’s be ready!
ANG MGA
LANGGAM
NI CARLO
J.T.C.

#1689 - Tagalog
Charlie’s Ants

#893 - Arabic
This Was Your Life

#426 - Vietnamese
This Was Your Life

#474 - Chinese
How To Get Rich
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If You Can’t Destroy the People of
the Book, What’s Next?
though they use the
same Vatican-approved
If you were the Devil, and you wanted to Hebrew and Greek
destroy “the people of the Book,” but you texts, they disagree
with each other in many
couldn’t destroy the people, what’s left?
places. So what are
#1271 - $12.95
$12 95
Christian readers told,
The Book!
256 pages
when they find those
paperback
Satan tried for centuries to destroy huge contradictions in
God’s Book. But God’s faithful people the translations? “It’s just the message of
kept copying and accurately translating it. the Bible,—His word, not His words—that
What could the Devil do? Persuade people matters!” It’s an effective lie, so Satan
not to trust in God’s Book! The Devil had keeps telling it, over and over. When
already used this tactic when he got Eve to Christians doubt God’s words, their faith
is turned to doubt. The Devil
doubt God’s words. Satan simply
knows that without faith it is
asked, “Yea, hath God said?”
impossible to please God (Heb.
And Eve bought it! Amazingly,
11:6), so he does all he can to
she believed Satan’s words—and
destroy that faith. Is your faith
doubted God.
damaged? You need to see the
For centuries Christians
whole picture. But sometimes
believed the Bible is God’s
books on Bible history and
very words. So Satan raised up
Bible versions are really big and
so-called “scholars,” saying,
complicated. That’s why we at
“God didn’t want His words to
Chick Publications make it easier
be taken literally. It’s just the #1252 - $9.95
$9 95
to understand with books like
message of the Bible—His word,
160 pages
Look What’s Missing, Answers
not words—that matters.” And
paperback
to Your Bible Version Questions,
their students bought it!
Satan’s “scholars” rejected the entire the 5-lesson workbook Why the King
history of God’s preserved words found James Bible Is the Perfect Word of God
all over in thousands of manuscripts, in and the illustrated book, Did the Catholic
favor of less than 50 shoddy, contradictory Church Give Us the Bible. The 3-hour
manuscripts from Alexandria, Egypt, lying video, A Lamp in the Dark, traces Satan’s
that they are “older and better.” So what many attempts to destroy the preserved
did those scholars say, when their students Bible, kill its translators and substitute his
found Alexandrian manuscripts disagreeing own polluted texts, giving us the modern
in thousands of places? “Don’t worry, it’s Bible versions.
just the message—the
How can we win
word, not the words— souls for Christ if we
that matters!”
cannot trust His words?
So the scholars Chick Publications is
became like priests, and committed to helping
their students believed you and your loved
them instead of God. ones understand how
After that it was easy you can fully trust
for the Devil to get the the King James Bible
scholars to make “new” as God’s perfectly
#122 - $12.95
#1261 - $3.99
Bible translations every preserved words in the
224 pages
48 pages
couple
of
years.
Even
English
language.
paperback
By David W. Daniels

paperback
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Sharia Law...

decadence and they are out to overthrow it.
But what they plan to put in its place will
end the way of life as we know it. Anyone
who does not submit to sharia will simply
be executed.
Biblical Christianity is the only force
that can stop them, but we have capitulated our culture to godless humanism
which is spiritually toothless. One Jewish
Rabbi recently admitted on the Glen Beck
show that the only hope for the West was a
revival of Evangelical Christianity. Chick
Publications is also re-releasing the tract,
Sky Lighter, along with Camel’s In The
Tent to provide a wake-up call against this
attack on our freedom to get the gospel out
to the world.

From page 2
little child with welts on her back disclosed
to me that her brother of 13 years had
also been badly beaten and sent away to
relatives in another city so as not to have
the acts discovered.” (From Europe News,
May 24, 2012.)
No need to study sharia law; just look
at the results when it is in force. As Jack
Chick explains in his new tract, Camel’s In
The Tent, Islam is a cruel and oppressive
culture relentlessly determined to take over
the world for Allah. They rightly claim
that Western culture has deteriorated into

Many Christians want to provide
Chick tracts to missionaries.

We can help!
We maintain an account called:

The Chick Mission Fund
Although we are not legally structured as a nonprofit, and therefore cannot give tax-deductible
receipts, we definitely know how to get literature
into missionaries’ hands. They often write to us
asking if anyone can help them get Chick tracts.
Missionary from Thailand writes: “They went out very quickly.
I cannot keep them in supply. . . Many pastors know about the supply
and ask for them.”
100% of the funds you send to this
account are used to ship literature
to missionaries. We receive requests
frequently from missionaries who need
your help. Just during recent months,
shipments have been provided for:

Zambia: Tract more
er!
interesting than socc

Brazil

Indonesia
China

Malaysia

Ecuador

Thailand
Mexico

Honduras

Cambodia

Poland

Taiwan

Will you help?

Paraguay
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75 Tract Racks...
From page 4
joined the church quickly caught the vision
and began placing and servicing racks in
other stores. They placed 6 racks their first
week. In some restaurants, two racks were
required to supply the demand.
Dale gets calls all the time from other
churches and individuals who want more
information about setting up a rack program
in their communities. Dale is glad to share
his story of how his vision was realized by
simply asking business managers for permission to place the attractive, Free—Take

42c

AIL
CHICK MB
AG
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One, tract rack where customers could
easily reach it and then faithfully restocking it week after week. He is quick to tell
them how the tracts do the job of either
leading people to a commitment to Christ
or standing as a witness against them on
judgment day.
If you would like more information, you
can download a PDF of Detro’s booklet
at www.chick.com/catalog/books/littleismuchwhengodisinit.asp. You can also call
him at 765-630-8269. A supply of the
little, 4-pocket racks that he uses can be
obtained, along with tracts to fill them,
from www.chick.com or by calling Chick
Publications at 909-987-0771.
“My teenage daughter puts them in
the bathrooms at her public school where
they already had a death, a suicide, and
many who are into drugs, alcohol and
self-mutilation. Thank you for helping
my teenager share Jesus!”
L.B., TX

“This Was Your Life remains one of
the simplest, most straightforward gospel
presentations I’ve come across. I have
used this particular tract as a pastor and
prior to becoming one.
I gave several packets of Romanian
This Was Your Life to a missionary
“Several years ago, when I was only that was headed to Romania. I gave
him one packet in English. He said,
sixteen, I stumbled upon a garbage
having both not only helped his
heap and saw a rusty, filthy
team with their presentation
little booklet and picked it
in Romanian, the pictures
up. As I flipped through
helped drive home the
the pages, I was gripped
points to the people of
with excitement and fear.
Romania and people were
It dawned on me that
won to Christ. In that I
some how, some day, I
rejoice. This Was Your
must appear before the
Life is a great presentation
judgement seat of Christ.
of the gospel and has worked
The booklet was titled, This
well in my ministry and the
Was Your Life. It became
ministries of others I know.”
my most valuable treasure and
F.Q., Facebook Post
I shared it with all my friends and made
converts. This booklet turned my life
around and ignited a flame in me. And
Join the conversation...
today am still giving out these precious
find “Chick Publications”
little treasures called Chick tracts.”
on Facebook
P.M. Facebook Post
“I found a tract, This Was Your Life, on
my windshield. It helped to change my
life. I got saved and have been passing out
Chick tracts ever since. Just wanted to say
‘Thank You!’”
D. H. MO
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Now in

Spanish!

#1431 - $6.50
96 pages, paperback
#1277 - $6.50
96 pages, paperback

This book will help you to find out what Masonry believes,
compared to what the Bible says.
For Christians, the Bible is our only reliable source to learn who
God is, and what He wants for us, including how to get our sins
forgiven and have eternal life in heaven with Him.
You must be able to answer this question with confidence and
understanding:
“Should a Christian be a Mason?”
To do that, we need to find out these things:
• Where did Masonry come from?
• What do Masons believe?
• Who can we trust for our information?
• Who is God, according to these trusted authorities?
• Is the God of the Bible the same as the god of Masonry?
By the end of this book you will be able to answer these
questions for yourself.
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The Dark Side of ‘Gay’
The happy face of media-glorified
homosexuality masks a dark side that is
seldom talked about. Family Research
Institute, a Colorado-based think tank specializes in studies related to family issues.
For more than two decades they have
researched homosexuality’s health threats
and social damage ignored by Big Media
or government agencies.
By collecting information from the
obituaries in homosexual periodicals, FRI
produced evidence that the sexually active
homosexual male had an average life
expectancy of about 42 years —before the
advent of AIDS. Then it dropped to 39.
Only 1 percent live past age 65.
Two factors emerged as the cause of
this shortening of the life
span: rampant spreading of sexually transmit#5003 - 16 cents ted disease
(STD) and violence. But this violence was
not what is commonly portrayed: attacks
by homophobes on helpless homosexuals.
It was primarily within their own kind.
FRI reports that the top six U.S. serial killers were all involved in homosexuality. In
the past 5 years, 22% of 2,281 male homosexuals reported gay-on-gay physical violence and 5.1% reported gay-on-gay rape.
Homosexually partnered adults are 100
times more likely to report domestic violence than heterosexual married adults.
(See www.familyresearchinst.org.)
Few today remember that, when AIDS
was discovered it was called GRID, Gay
Related Immune Deficiency. Initially, the
HIV virus quickly spread among the highly promiscuous male homosexuals. Inevitably, bisexuals introduced it to promiscuous heterosexuals and it went mainstream.
Pressure over the name escalated until
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome
(AIDS) became more generally accepted,
masking the obvious connection to the
“gay” community.
However, this did not change the reality. In August of 2009, LifeSiteNews
reported: “An official with the Centers

for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) announced
the CDC’s estimate
Monday that in the
United States, AIDS
is fifty times more
prevalent among
men who have sex
with men (‘MSM’)
#1270 - $6.95
than the rest of the
128 pages
population.”
paperback
It is testimony
to the power of
the homosexual activist lobby that AIDS
patients escaped the normal quarantine
procedures used when such a disease
surfaces. Instead, the entire medical field
begin instituting privacy policies that
ended up protecting the records of those
who wished to hide their infection and
thus their sinful lifestyle. In recent years,
over 50 STDs have been identified. Both
heterosexual and homosexual promiscuity
had contributed to this as sexual standards have deteriorated. When the sin of
abortion was first legalized and then the
sodomy laws removed, the STD epidemic
exploded.
Contrary to the modern public image
of the loving, committed, homosexual
couple raising happy children, FRI found
that most of these so-called marriages
were “open,” meaning that each partner
was free to find other hook-ups. It was not
uncommon for homosexual males to have
up to 500 partners in their lifetime.
America
continues to
legalize and
glorify sin.
No wonder
our economy
#1055 - 16 cents
is tanking
and freak storms are increasing. Righteousness has exalted America, but now,
sin has us in reproach (Proverbs 14:34).
(See tract Somebody Angry?)
Soul winners, we must do more to get
the gospel out. Our culture is rapidly sucSee Homosexuality... page 11
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Prison Ministry...
From page 4
prison system. Marlin’s love for the prisoners has gained him access to various jails in
the Dallas, Texas, area. He has developed
a strategy that effectively works around
the normal restrictions that prisons place
on literature distribution. Marlin personally conducts Bible studies with prisoners
as a voluntary chaplain in several city and
country jails. Most of the facilities will not
allow him to bring literature with him, but
will permit mail addressed directly to an
individual prisoner.
Once he develops a group in his Bible
study, he will begin mailing tracts and other
literature to them personally. As a chaplain,
he has access to the inmate roster where
he can get names and inmate numbers
for the mailing. Once he establishes mail
contact, the inmates have Marlin’s address
which they carry with them when they are
transferred to other facilities. From there,
they often write for more tracts which are
spread around far beyond Marlin’s first
local contact.
Using this strategy, Marlin and his wife
are able to cover several different jails,
juvenile detention centers and women’s
prisons. Once he has an inmate on his

mailing list, he will continue to send tracts
until he does not get a response after a few
months. While most facilities restrict what
chaplains can personally bring in, Marlin’s
mailing list technique has put the gospel
into the hands of hundreds of thousands of
the most hurting people in the country. If
mail from individuals is restricted, Marlin
sends it through his church.
As prisoners continue to come and go
there is an endless demand for gospel literature in the prisons. Some of the letters he
gets would break your heart. One prisoner
writes from
Dallas Jail:
“I have been
TINY
reading the
SHOES
little tracts.
They carry a
big message
#19 - 16 cents
in them. I
would really like a copy of Tiny Shoes in
Spanish for my wife. I know it will help her
because we both have a drinking problem
and have two children. Please don’t delay.”
Since there are jails everywhere, Marlin
recommends his strategy to anyone with a
heart for prisoners.
J.T.C.

Homosexuality...
UNINVITED

From page 10

cumbing to the lie that same-sex marriage, etc. is okay.
If we speak up against it, some of those on the fence will
#1070 - 16 cents
have the courage to also stand for righteousness. It may
be awkward to hand a Sin City or Uninvited tract to someone, but if you leave them
lying around, someone will pick them up and be informed of God’s unalterable disgust
at this abomination and His love for those sad souls caught in it. For more information,
see the Chick paperback, Hot Topics, which covers more on the source of homosexual
behavior and how God is judging America for her sin.
J.T.C.
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$

Off any purchase of $40 or more
There are 3 ways to order and save:
- Order online and use promo code SAVE10 at checkout.
- Order by phone and ask for discount.
- Cut out this coupon and mail it to us with your order.
Expires August 15, 2012 (U. S. Customers Only)
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Islam Dangerous?...
From page 2
ment can be a mystery to the Western tics of Islam in its war
mind. We have desperately tried to seg- against the rest of the
ment Islam into the “moderate” and “radi- world. Many think that
cal” wings. This fits the Western “multicul- “terrorism” is Islam’s
tural” perspective. main tactic. And, since
But in Islam, the we have not seen any
fringe element is recent major terrorist
not the radicals attacks, then we are
but the moderates winning the “war on
who must fear for terror.”
#171 - $12.95
But we are ignoring
their lives if they
256 pages
stray too far from the war of infiltration.
paperback
the interests of the By taking advantage of
the West’s “tolerance,” Islam has opened
tribe.
#117 - $2.25
When
Islam another front in the war. This is basically a
32 page
puts on a moder- war of religions. It’s their god against our
comic book
ate, peaceful, lov- God. But the West has bought into humanism and eliminated the God
ing face, it can only be
of the Bible. Humanism’s
for the purpose of Taqiyya.
main tool is democracy
That is the Muslim doctrine
to solve the world’s ills.
that it is permissible to lie
But when Muslim voters
and deceive the members
outnumber the others, then
of the “realm of war,” if
#1081 - 16 cents sharia will become law.
it advances the cause of
Islam. If you consider the horrors com- (See page 2)
Bible believers, we are the only hope.
mitted by Muslims
against non-Mus- Without a true, widespread revival we are
lims in the last few doomed. Chick Publications is dedicated
decades, it is obvious to giving you the most effective tools to
how this world view promote this awakening. The two tracts,
Camel’s in the Tent and Skylighter expose
plays out.
When you connect the insidious plans and devilish methods of
the drive for global Islam’s march
conquest with the for conquest
promise of infinite of the world.
#1262 - $9.95
pleasure in paradise, Either we have
160 pages
suicide bombers and the courage
paperback
overwhelming immi- to warn about
#1011 - 16 cents
this danger or
gration infiltration make sense.
In the new tract, Camel’s in the Tent, we lose our precious freedom to spread
Jack Chick illustrates the insidious tac- the gospel.

Read more about
Islam online here:
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#1252 - 160 pages, paperback . . . $9.95

“If it had not been for the Catholics
of the 1500s there would be no
King James Bible.”
— Cary Summers, organizer of a recent Bible exhibit in the Vatican.

“It took 300 years of clever maneuvering to bring us where
we are today. David W. Daniels masterfully uncovers facts
blurred by Roman Catholic historians. This marvellous
book will be a wild ride and an eye opener.
“History, that so many find difficult to understand, is made
simple with down-to-earth explanations backed by many
illustrations. The Roman Catholic system did NOT give
us the Bible, as they so blatantly claim. Answers about
how translations got here will steer you directly to the
infallible words of the Living God.”

—Jack Chick, President, Chick Publications
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Animated Chick Tracts Finding
Many Uses
Soul winners are finding many
ways to use the DVD of animated
Chick Tracts. One church with three
children’s church services a week is
showing the DVD to the children
while waiting for the parents to pick
them up. Teachers knew the message
was getting through when one little
girl admitted that her mother drank beer
and asked if the devils got into her mom
when she did, like it showed on the DVD.
The teacher had to admit that that was true
and a little boy standing by said, “Then that
must be why my dad gets mean when he
drinks beer!” Out of the innocent mouths of
babes come the hard questions, sometimes.
Another church has set up chairs in the
parking lot and invited the neighborhood
kids to come and see the stories, projected
on an outside wall of the church. When
they added free popcorn, they had a lot of
visitors. The church is in a place with high
foot traffic and many people take the time to
stop and watch the short, engaging videos.
Others in the church have developed a
ministry by taking the DVDs on a player
or laptop computer to show to people. This
works especially well in prison, rest homes
and shut ins.
In any public place, a player can be set
up to repeat the stories endlessly to catch
anyone who happens to be in the area and
has a few minutes to spare. Some businesses
may already have equipment on display that
could be showing the videos and mix the
gospel witness with other business.
One church in South Carolina is located
in a small county with approximately
1200 homes. They took on the project to
duplicate 1200 DVDs and deliver a package
to each home containing a DVD, copies
of the tracts that are on the DVDs, and a
short flyer about their church. This kind of
saturation guarantees that the gospel has
been delivered to each home in a form that
will surely be read and understood. When
they view the DVD, the stories are short but
immediately engaging, making it very likely
that it will be seen all the way through.

#1416
$4.95

Since the story, The Sissy,
sy,
was written specifically
y for truckers
truckers,
Truckers’ Christian Chapel, with dozens
of chapel ministries at truck stops, made
10,000 copies and handed them out at truck
stops and trucking conventions. They will
often have a DVD player looping The Sissy
video on their display at a convention or in
a truck stop chapel. The companion video
on the DVD, Tiny Shoes, deals with the
devastation in a family caused by alcohol.
TCC considers this a suitable complement
to The Sissy, since this is one of the many
temptations that drivers face.
Several foreign language versions are
available. The Chinese version has been
used in Bejing by a hotel owner who
duplicates them and sets them on a lobby
shelf with a free-take-one sign. When he
puts up a new supply, they are sometimes
gone in minutes.
Since those who buy the DVD are free
to copy it for their own use, thousands are
going around the world. Using the engaging
stories of the original printed tracts makes
the videos grab the viewer’s attention and
people usually stay for the whole message
because of the short length. More animated
videos of other Chick tracts are planned as
soon as funds are available.
The animation is very expensive and a
special organization has been set up to accept
tax exempt donations. If you wish to help,
please contact Biblical Video Productions,
1701 Rand Morgan Road, Corpus Christi,
TX 78410. DVDs can be purchased from
Chick Publications and previewed online at
www.chick.com/animations.
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J ACK C HICK ...

Dear ones in Christ.
Our big concern at Chick Publications is to know that we are in God’s will
concerning the stories in the tracts and His direction. We get on our knees
every morning for guidance and Islam has been heavy on our hearts.
When President Bush opened up the White House for Muslims and
celebrated Ramadan, Muslim leaders realized that by using their invasion
techniques like they did for Jolly Old England they’ll also be able to turn
America into a Muslim state.
It seems just now that everything is quiet, but the Lord impressed us to
produce Camel’s in the Tent. Will we experience what Israel has faced for
years? Will a mall be blown up in our country? Very possibly. The Lord knows
what’s coming.
Sometimes our tracts arrive just at the right time —others are futuristic. I
expect communist demonstrations soon because the Lord seems to have tracts
ready for what’s coming.
The cover of my latest tract, Camel’s in the Tent, is cute. David W. Daniels
wrote the poem but inside is stuff everybody needs to know.
Pray for us and pray that the Lord uses Camel’s in the Tent to both win souls
and see what Muslims are planning for us.
Thank God that He is running the show. We have nothing to fear. He’s
coming very soon.
Your Brother in Christ
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Because the cry of Sodom and Gomorrah is great, and
because their sin is very grievous... Genesis 18:20

The Lord rained upon Sodom and upon Gomorrah
brimstone and fire from the Lord out of heaven. Genesis 19:24

Has judgment begun for America?
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